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how key D365O Warehouse Management concepts and configuration 
considerations are used to enable the desired process design to meet 

the most simple and complex requirements. 
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Loads and Shipments and 

Waves, Oh My! 

 
Part 2 of 3 – Multiple Orders: One shipment 

to many sales orders 
Manual Process 
To make this happen, the following configuration parameter settings must 
be defined: 

1. Warehouse management>Setup>Warehouse management 
parameters>Loads 

a. Automatically create Load at SO entry:  No 
b. Consolidate loads during wave processing:  No 

 

2. Warehouse management>Setup>Waves>Wave templates 
a. Automate wave creation:  Yes (this is optional for this scenario as 

a shipment with no wave can still be consolidated) 
b. Process wave at release to warehouse:  No 
c. Automate wave release:  No 

 

Scenario Summary 
   

As with the single order 

picking process from Part 1 

of this series, the automated 

functionality certainly 

creates a far from efficient 

process than the manual 

process. By manually 

consolidating shipments, the 

ties of a shipment to loads 

and waves was 

demonstrated. Without 

understanding how these 

relationships work, it is 

difficult to use an 

automated process 

effectively. While the 

shipment consolidation can 

easily be implemented with 

a single parameter change, 

it is important to understand 

the impact of that change. 

In this case, the impact of 

the change is all system-

driven criteria (consolidation 

rules) to determine what 

can be consolidated. 
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3. Warehouse management>Setup>Warehouse>Warehouses 
a. Consolidate shipment at release to warehouse:  No 

 
4. Accounts receivables>Setup>Accounts receivables parameters>General>Sales default values>Reservation 

a. NOTE:   This is not a required setting.  However, for loads and shipments to be created, reservations must 
exist for the sales order lines.  By setting the Reservation parameter to Automatic, the reservation is made 
at SO line creation if the quantity is available. 

 

The steps below demonstrate manual shipment consolidation: 

1. Create multiple sales orders for the same customer and same delivery date and release to warehouse. 
2. Go to Warehouse Management>Shipments>All Shipments and sort by customer. 
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3. Identify the shipments to consolidate and select ONE of the shipments and click Consolidate shipments.   

 
 

4. The Shipment Consolidation form will display the shipment eligible to be consolidated with the shipment selected 
in step 3.  Select the shipment to consolidate and click OK to accept the consolidation. 
 

 
 

5. Repeat steps three and four to consolidate additional shipments. 
6. Now, in the All Shipments form, the shipments selected in the Shipment Consolidation form are no longer 

displayed.  Those sales orders are now part of the shipment selected in step 3.  Additionally, the sales order lines 
are now part of the shipment wave of the consolidated shipment. 
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Now that the shipments have been consolidated, the wave will need to be processed and released to provide a 
pick list.  Click on the wave ID from the shipment line to access the wave or you can go to Warehosue 
Management> Outbound Waves>Shipping Waves>Pending Waves and select the relevant wave to process.  
NOTE:  In Part 1 of this series, manual creation of a wave is demonstrated.  This step could be applied here if 
desired.  To avoid redundancy that procedure is not included in here.  Please refer to Part 1. 

7. Once in the wave, click Process then Release. 

 

 

8. The wave has now created work as defined by the Work Template.  The work is in the form of a Pick list.  You will 
notice, by clicking on Work in the “Related information” area that all lines from all sales orders in the shipment are 
on the pick list. 
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9. Now the wave/order is ready to be picked.  Click Print>Print Picklist to print the picklist.  The picklist will then be 
picked using the Dynamics 365 for Operations Warehousing App on a mobile device.  Once the picking work is 
complete the shipment must be confirmed. 

10. The shipment confirmation can be done in either the shipment itself or the load/load planning workbench. 
a. Confirm a shipment from the shipment: 

 
b. Confirm a shipment from the Load: 
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c. Confirm a shipment from the Load Planning Workbench: 

 

 

11. The shipment has now been confirmed.  Packing Slip, Bill-of-Lading and/or other required documention can now 
be printed to be shipped with the order.  The process is complete. 
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Automatic Process 
Now let’s take that same scenario but change settings in the Warehouse parameters, wave template, and the 
step-by-step process. 

To make this happen, the following configuration parameter settings must be made: 

1. Warehouse management>Setup>Waves>Wave templates 
a. Automate wave creation:  Yes (this is optional for this scenario as a shipment with no wave can still be 

consolidated) 
b. Process wave at release to warehouse:  Yes 
c. Automate wave release:  Yes 

 

 

2. Warehouse Management>Setup>Warehouse>Warehouses 
a. Consolidate shipment at release to warehouse:  Yes 

 
 

1. Process Change:  Shipments will not be released to the warehouse from the sales order by the order taker.  
Shipments will be released by warehouse personnel using the “Release to Warehouse” functionality in Warehosue 
Management>Reelase to Warehouse>Release to Warehouse (NOTE:  this same process also applies to the 
“Automatic release of Sales Orders” fucntionality.  For demonstration purposes, we will use the “Release to 
Warehouse” function) 
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The steps below demonstrate automated shipment consolidation: 

1. Create multiple sales orders for the same customer with the same delivery date and warehouse.  DO NOT 
“Release to Warehouse” 

2. Go to Warehosue Management>Release to Warehouse>Release to Warehouse.  Select the sales order to release.  
For this demonstration, sales orders other than the orders to be consolidated will be selected for release to 
illustrate how D365O uses  consolidation criteria to avoid consolidating mismatching orders. 

a. Select the orders to release 
b. Click “Add” 
c. Click “Release to Warehouse” 

 

3. Upon releasing to warehouse, shipments and waves will be created, processed and released in accordance to the 
warehouse parameters and wave template parameters. 

 
4. In the All Shipments form the shipments created in step three are displayed in the list.  (BONUS CONTENT: Note 

this scenario created a shipment for an additional order that was not combined with the shipment to Forest 
Wholesales.  However, because the order is for an item that is included in the other shipment, both shipments are 
included in the same wave.  Therefore, the item can be picked as part of the same trip for the picker.) 
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5. In the wave, you will notice there are two lines.  One line notes the order number while the other line’s order 
number is blank.  That is merely because the field cannot store multiple order numbers.  Click on Work in the wave 
to review orders in the wave/shipment if desired. 
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6. At this point the pick list is ready to be be printed.  There are multple ways to print the picklist.  The pick list can be 
printed from within the shipment or wave.  To stay with the automation theme, pick list printing can be run in a 
batch either on-demand or at scheduled times in Warehouse Management>Inquiries and Reports>Pick List 
Reports.   
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7. Now the wave/order is ready to be picked.  Click Print>Print Picklist to print the picklist.  The picklist will then be 
picked using the Dynamics 365 for Operation Warehousing App on a mobile device.  Once the picking work is 
complete the shipment must be confirmed. 

8. To confirm the shipment, refer to options step 11 in the Manual process above. 

 

Scenario Summary 

As with the single order picking process from Part 1 of this series, the automated functionality certainly creates a 
far from efficent process than the manual process.  By manually consolidating shipments, the ties of a shipment 
to loads and waves was demonstrated.  Without understanding how these relationships work, it is difficult to use 
an automated process effectively.  While the shipment consolidation can easily be implemented with a single 
parameter change, it important to understand the impact of that change.  In this case the impact of the change 
is all system driven criteria (consolidation rules) to determine what can be consolidated. 
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